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Attorney licensing and disciplinary records:
A failure of transparency
Josh King, general counsel for online health and legal directory Avvo Inc., talks about
the quirk in U.S. public records laws that results in attorney licensing and disciplinary
records not being considered “public records” in many states. In some states, this renders the information virtually impossible to access — even though equivalent records
for doctors, dentists and other licensed professionals are considered public records in
the same state.
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PREDICTIVE CODING

New York federal judge affirms ‘predictive
coding’ ruling
A New York federal district judge has affirmed a magistrate judge’s landmark discovery order allowing parties in a gender discrimination case to use “predictive coding”
technology to search over 3 million documents for relevant information.
Moore et al. v. Publicis Groupe et al., No. 1:11-cv01279-ALC-AJP, 2012 WL 1446534 (S.D.N.Y.
Apr. 26, 2012).
U.S. District Judge Andrew L. Carter Jr. of the
Southern District of New York found Magistrate
Judge Andrew Peck’s groundbreaking ruling wellreasoned on why predictive-search software was
appropriate given the parties’ alleged agreement
to certain standards throughout the process.
A few months before Judge Peck’s Feb. 24 order
approving the software, he had published an
article advocating for the use of predictive-search
software in discovery, although, he noted, no
state or federal court had ruled on this emerging
issue.
Attorney Danuta Panich, a shareholder and head
of Ogletree Deakins’ e-discovery and records
retention practice group, who is not involved with
the case, explained the technology.

“In predictive coding (more aptly described as
computer-assisted review), attorneys make initial
decisions on relevance and responsiveness, which
CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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COMMENTARY

Attorney licensing and disciplinary records:
A failure of transparency
By Josh King
Avvo Inc.

Consider, for a moment, the concept of
professional licensing. Many professions are
licensed: from doctors to cosmetologists,
athletic trainers to dentists, contractors to
substance abuse counselors.
Licensure
offers a putative form of quality control, a
mechanism designed to ensure that only those
meeting a minimum level of competence may
enter and remain in the profession. Whether
these licensing requirements are particularly
effective for any given profession is not the
purpose of this article. But suffice it to say
that the bar to keep one’s professional license
remains modest in most professions. For
example, when it comes to maintaining a law
license, the payment of bar dues, taking a few
hours of continuing legal education and not
stealing from clients is sufficient.
But there is a related benefit of professional
licensing. It affords buyers of professional
services the ability to learn more about
the background of the professionals they
are considering hiring and allows them to
make more informed choices. Licensing
records give consumers the ability to access
materials that professionals often choose not
to highlight in their marketing materials: how
long they’ve been licensed and whether and
to what extent they have been subjected to
professional disciplinary proceedings. These
are basic, important data points. Having
such data freely and easily available online
makes it easier for consumers to access these
records and also enables the aggregation of
such data by third-party services into even
more useful and accessible products for the
public.

PROFESSIONAL LICENSING
AS PUBLIC RECORDS
In general, there isn’t any question about
whether consumers have a legal right to
access these licensing basics. State agencies
license professionals, and these agencies are
subject to each state’s open-records act.
Much as the federal Freedom of Information
Act1 has a presumption of openness, the state
© 2012 Thomson Reuters

equivalents are based on legislative findings
that transparent access by the public to the
workings of government is critical to a wellfunctioning democracy. Most of these state
laws are explicit about their bias for openness,
and with the advent of the Internet, virtually
all state agencies now make their licensing
databases readily available to the public via
online searches.

to common-law requirements of openness,
at least with respect to court proceedings.4
Many courts also have adopted explicit rules
providing for public access to court records.5
While these processes lack the procedural
niceties found in the state law applicable
to all other agencies, they at least provide
relative certainty that what goes on in the
courthouse will not be kept from the public.

Licensing records give consumers the ability
to access materials that professionals often choose
not to highlight in their marketing materials.
But there is a loophole in state open-records
laws: the judicial system.
Most states have a tripartite system of
government akin to the federal system
and, like the federal government, have
constitutional limitations on the ability of
each branch to control the others. One
notable consequence of this separation of
powers is that state legislatures are not
typically able to enact laws affecting the
business of the judiciary.
Often the legislature recognizes this and
purposely excludes the judiciary from the
open-records statutes.2 In other cases, the
courts themselves will determine they are not
bound by such requirements.3 In either case,
the judiciary in most states is not subject to
an open-records statute. Additionally, the
bars or other agencies regulating lawyers —
being sub-agencies of state judiciaries — are
likewise not bound by these laws.
The result? The law is the only profession
whose licensed practitioners are not subject
to state open-records requirements.

COURT RULES AND COMMON LAW
Of course, statutory requirements of
openness are but one path to public
disclosure. Despite not being within the ambit
of most state open-records requirements,
state court systems are nonetheless subject

But here’s the rub: If a state’s open-records
law applies to all government bodies
except the judiciary, and the combination
of common law and court rules applies to
courtroom proceedings, what falls out is
the administration of the judiciary. These
non-adjudicative records — which include
attorney licensing and discipline — are
arguably not subject to any requirement of
public openness. Such records thus exist
in a free-floating void where the level of
public access is a product of the whims of
the administrators, not any constitutional or
statutory guarantee.

GOOD STATES, BAD STATES
The legal profession has always zealously
protected its independence from regulation.
Loosely governed by the courts, the legal
profession gets to set its own standards free
from the legislative enactments that affect
all other licensed professions. The state bars
have emphasized that this independence is
critical to both protecting the sanctity of the
attorney-client relationship and ensuring
that the unique requirements of legal practice
are adequately addressed.6 But while these
are legitimate concerns, legal regulators
have a special responsibility to make doubly
sure that looking out for the public interest
doesn’t get lost in an overabundance of
lawyerly navel-gazing. And providing public
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records transparency is one area where the
track record of legal regulators is less than
stellar.

The law is the only
profession whose licensed
practitioners are not subject
to state open-records
requirements.
To be sure, there are states, including
California, New York, Texas and Florida,
where the detail available and ease of
access provided for attorney licensing and
disciplinary matters come close to or equal
that of the records of physicians and other
licensed professions. But many states have
not taken such an enlightened approach. The
constitutional loophole described above has
caused some states, through either inertia or
design, to make it far more difficult to access
attorney licensing and disciplinary records
than it is for the other licensed professions.
Having worked to obtain licensing and
disciplinary records from every state for
Avvo’s professional profiles, I’m struck by how
poor the system of access to attorney records
is compared with that of physicians. While
every state provides robust online records
of physicians, including license date and
disciplinary history, the information provided
by the bars is often far more cursory. It’s
also not uncommon to run into an attitude
of indifference from state attorney regulators
when it comes to the public interest in having
ready access to full information about the
backgrounds of attorneys.
How bad does this really get?
Missouri.

Consider

In Missouri, online physician records include
name, license issue date, license number,
license expiration date, primary business
address, secondary addresses, board
certifications, medical school attended and
disciplinary history.7 Online attorney records
in Missouri consist only of name, bar number,
admission date, current standing, city and
ZIP code.8
Some other states offer notably scant
information about attorney licensing and
discipline (see box).
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• Alabama: The Alabama State Bar provides an online directory, and it even tells
consumers where an Alabama lawyer went to law school and where he or she works.9
What it doesn’t tell consumers is whether or not that attorney has ever been sanctioned.
Anyone wanting that pertinent piece of information must write a letter to the Alabama
State Bar Center for Professional Responsibility and enclose a check for $3.
• Kentucky: The Bluegrass State provides ridiculously scant information about its
legal practitioners. No date of admission and no disciplinary record (and certainly no
indication of whether they’d be rooting for the Louisville Cardinals or the University of
Kentucky Wildcats).10 In fact, until recently the Kentucky Bar Association did not even
provide the public with contact information for the attorneys it licenses.
This is a theme seen in a number of states. Many bars have historically made a fair bit
of non-dues revenue from selling mailing lists to CLE providers, court reporters and
others wanting to market to attorneys. As a result, member contact information was
only available for qualified marketers — and only on a one-time-use, list rental basis.
Some states still will only provide the lists in the form of mailing labels. This out-ofdate approach has no place in the Internet age, where consumers expect to be able to
confirm license details or find a lawyer online.
Yet the old mailing list paradigm persists in many places, including Kentucky — an
anachronism that results in choking off information for consumers.
• New Jersey: Until April, the licensing records of New Jersey attorneys were only available
via Avvo — the product of a lengthy discourse with the court system that ultimately
resulted in the New Jersey Supreme Court requiring that the clerk provide the records
to Avvo on disk. On April 3 the court finally posted its own online attorney licensing
directory.11 While this directory suffers from many of the flaws of a first-generation
website (the user interface is hard to use and doing a search requires knowing both the
first and last name of the attorney being searched), the bigger problem is that it does
not include disciplinary history. Want to verify that your chosen attorney hasn’t been
disciplined? Go to another page on the site and leaf through the quarterly reports of
all lawyer discipline.12 The court even provides helpful notes for using hotkeys to make
the search go faster.
• New Mexico: Much like in Kentucky, the State Bar of New Mexico does not provide date
of admission or disciplinary history.13 What’s more — and unlike states like New Jersey
that at least will empower private parties to do the work they choose not to — New
Mexico refuses to provide such data on a bulk basis for data aggregators to make it
available to the public. There is currently no effective way to determine whether a New
Mexico attorney has been sanctioned.
• Oklahoma: The Oklahoma Bar Association takes the position that it is not covered
by the Oklahoma Open Records Act or the common-law principles applicable to the
courts. Its directory, besides not including licensing date or disciplinary information,
also excludes any attorney who chooses to not be listed.14 And as with many other
states, it will only provide bulk data in the form of a mailing list — at penurious cost,
subject to one-time usage restrictions, and sans licensing date and disciplinary status.
• Utah: The Utah State Bar actually does a credible job with its online directory,
providing contact information, license date, law school attended and even graduation
date. What it does not provide online, however, is a lawyer’s disciplinary record (or lack
thereof). To determine whether a lawyer has been disciplined, a consumer must call
the State Bar and hope to talk with a live person who can look up the records. Although
the Utah State Bar claims it has not put this information online because of resource
constraints, it also refuses to provide a complete set of disciplinary records to thirdparty data aggregators (like Avvo) to enable others to take on the burden of indexing
and providing this information online to the public.
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THE RESPONSIBILITIES
OF SELF-REGULATION
As a profession largely free from government
oversight, the law should go out of its way
to be as transparent as the other licensed
professions. The industry should be a model
of public access and accountability. But it’s
not. And rather than being embarrassed
by their poor showing compared with other
professions, many of the bar regulators
I’ve spoken to seem perfectly content to sit
back and only provide greater access when
absolutely necessary.

The legal profession
has always zealously
protected its independence
from regulation.
If the legal profession is going to retain its
self-regulating status, it’s going to have to
show that it is up to the task. The lofty goals
of the profession — “dedicated to professional
excellence and service to the public” is the
motto of the New Mexico Bar — are not being
met if the state bars fail to provide the public
with the level of transparency available for
doctors, plumbers and contractors.

333 Ill. Dec. 711 (Ill. App. Ct., 1st Dist. 2009)
(state judicial branch is not subject to the
disclosure requirements of the Illinois Freedom
of Information Act).
Richmond Newspapers v. Virginia, 448 U.S.
555 (1980).
4

See, e.g., Cal. Rules of Court 10.500 (which
goes further than any other state court rules
to provide both procedural protections and
specific guarantees of access to non-adjudicative
records).
5

See, e.g., ABA House of Delegates 2012
Resolution 10A (adopted), urging respect for
independence of the organized bar, available at
http://www.abanow.org/2012/01/2012mm10a/
6

7

https://renew.pr.mo.gov/licensee-search.asp.

8

http://www.mobar.org/LawyerDirectory.aspx.

9

http://www.alabar.org/oldirectory/.

10

http://www.kybar.org/26.

1

5 U.S.C. § 552.

See, e.g., N.Y. Pub. Off. Law § 86(3) (judiciary
absent from the definition of “agency” under the
New York Freedom of Information Law).
2

See, e.g., Newman, Raiz & Shelmadine LLC v.
Brown, 394 Ill. App. 3d 602, 915 N.E.2d 782,
3

SOFTWARE LAW

http://njcourts.judiciary.state.nj.us/web10/
AttyPAWeb/pages/home.faces.
11

http://www.judiciary.state.nj.us/oae/
discipline.htm.
12

http://www.nmbar.org/findattorney/
attorneyfinder.aspx.
13

http://www.oklahomafindalawyer.com/
FindALawyer.
14

Moreover, the state bars are not doing much
for their members and the “excellence of the
profession” if they are not building public
confidence that licensing and the disciplinary
information will be freely available. It’s well
past time that the courts and bar boards
of governors took action to ensure that
openness is more than an afterthought. WJ
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Predictive coding
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
the predictive coding software replicates
across the dataset with fairly high success, so
that subsequent review time is significantly
reduced, although not entirely obviated,” she
said in an email.

THE UNDERLYING CASE
The coding issue arose in a suit that charges
France-based Publicis Groupe, one of the
world’s largest public relations firms, and its
U.S. subsidiary MSL Group in New York with
discriminating against plaintiff Monique da
Silva Moore and other female employees.
The suit maintains that the defendants
discriminated against women through pay
discrepancies, terminations, demotions and
reassignments.

As the case progressed to the discovery
stage, the parties allegedly discussed using
predictive-coding software to search through
3 million electronically stored documents
and information, the filings indicate.

THE PROPOSED PROCEDURES
On Feb. 22 the parties submitted a proposed
protocol to govern the procedures for
producing electronically stored information
and documents. The ESI protocol specifically
authorized using computer-assisted review
software.
Although the plaintiffs signed the agreement,
they questioned the technology’s reliability
and explicitly noted their objections in the
last paragraph of the joint filing.
Despite the plaintiffs’ concerns, Magistrate
Judge Peck affirmed most of the proposed
agreement Feb. 24.
In his order, he noted that the plaintiffs
agreed to the technology but disagreed
about the method and implementation.
He pointed out, however, that the approved
ESI protocol incorporated various safeguards
to ensure the parties shared all relevant
documents.
After Judge Peck signed the order, the
plaintiffs wrote him a letter April 2, asking
that he recuse himself from the case
because of his previous article advocating
for the technology and his participation on
e-discovery panels with the defendants’
expert.

“In predictive coding,
attorneys make initial
decisions on relevance and
responsiveness, which the
predictive coding software
replicates across the dataset
with fairly high success, so
that subsequent review time
is significantly reduced,”
attorney Danuta Panich of
Ogletree Deakins said.
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They then filed a formal recusal motion
April 13, reiterating their objections to Judge
Peck’s order and arguing that it was clearly
erroneous and contrary to law.
They argued that the approved predictivecoding method lacks the reliability standards
required by the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure and Evidence.
They also insisted that Judge Peck should
have held an evidentiary hearing and
developed a more thorough record before
approving the ESI protocol.

Additionally, the plaintiffs refuted Judge
Peck’s statement that they had agreed to
allow computer-assisted review in this case
at all.

THE REVIEW
Judge Carter independently reviewed the
record and found nothing clearly erroneous
about Judge Peck’s order.
He pointed out that the approved ESI
protocol:
•

Contains standards for measuring its
reliability.

•

Ensures plaintiffs’ participation.

•

Provides for carefully crafted search
methods and quality-assurance testing.

After the production process begins, Judge
Carter said, “if the plaintiffs determine that
they are missing relevant documents, they
may revisit the issue of whether the software
is the best method.”
In short, the judge decided that the plaintiffs
raised their relevancy concerns too early.
Once the parties start producing documents,
he added, they will also know more about the
predictive coding software’s reliability.
“There simply is no review tool that
guarantees perfection,” Judge Carter said
before deferring to Judge Peck’s determination that predictive-coding software
is more appropriate than manual review in
this case.
“Magistrate judges generally have broad
latitude with respect to discovery issues,” he
said. Therefore, he affirmed the discovery
order. WJ
Attorneys:
Plaintiffs: Janette Wipper, Deepika Bains and
Siham Nurhussein, Sanford Wittels & Heisler,
San Francisco
Defendant (MSL Group): Brett M. Anders,
Victoria W. Chavey and Jeffrey W. Brecher,
Jackson Lewis LLP, Melville, N.Y.
Related Court Document:
Order: 2012 WL 1446534
See Document Section A (P. 21) for the order.

Instead, the plaintiffs said, the magistrate
judge improperly relied on a biased expert —
an e-discovery vendor — who stands to gain
financially from his order.
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CRIMINAL LAW

Criminal hacking law not for computer use
violations, 9th Circuit rules
Employees who violated their company’s computer policy when they downloaded lists from a confidential database and gave the information to a
competitor did not violate a federal criminal law aimed at computer hackers,
a federal appeals court has affirmed.
United States v. Nosal, No. 10-10038, 2012
WL 1176119 (9th Cir. Apr. 10, 2012).
The 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
heard the issue en banc after a three-judge
panel reversed a lower court’s ruling that
the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, 18
U.S.C. § 1030, did not apply to violations of
corporate computer policies.

“As Judge Kozinski’s opinion notes, … [the 9th
Circuit’s decision] is a departure from the way
in which other circuits have construed the
CFAA,” said Robyn Crowther, an intellectual
property attorney at Caldwell Leslie &
Proctor in Los Angeles who is not involved in
the case.
“The other circuits, like the dissent, analyzed
the particular conduct at issue which did not
involve someone who inadvertently or even
harmlessly violated an obscure restriction on
the use of the service or data,” she said.
Crowther noted that “Judge Kozinski was
much more concerned about the potential
that what is now normal, everyday conduct
could expose people to federal criminal
prosecution.”

THE GOVERNMENT’S SUIT
According to an opinion issued by the
majority, David Nosal worked at executive
search firm Korn/Ferry before he started his
own business.

© 2012 Thomson Reuters

Nosal did not help his former colleagues
violate the CFAA, she ruled, because the
Korn/Ferry employees accessed the data
“with authorization and did not ‘exceed[]
authorized access.’”
The government appealed, but the 9th Circuit
majority confirmed that the statute’s phrase
“exceeds authorized access” only targets
those instances when the alleged perpetrator
has no right to access the information, not
when the alleged perpetrator exceeds his
authorized use.
Intellectual property attorney Elliott C.
Alderman considered the opinion wellreasoned.

Chief Justice Alex Kozinski and eight other
appellate justices agreed with a 2010 decision
by Senior U.S. District Judge Marilyn Hall
Patel of the Northern District of California
that narrowly construed the federal criminal
statute.
Circuit Judges Barry G. Silverman and
Richard C. Tallman, however, dissented,
emphasizing that the majority’s decision
puts it in the minority of federal appellate
courts.

Judge Patel, however, dismissed the
government’s CFAA theory based on the 9th
Circuit’s narrow interpretation of the statute’s
phrase “exceeds authorized access” in LVRC
Holdings v. Brekka, 581 F.3d 1127 (2009).

“A criminal statute aimed at computer
hacking should be construed narrowly to
forbid circumvention of access restrictions
rather than to enforce business policies and
Internet contractual relationships,” he said.

The 9th Circuit’s decision
“is a departure from the
way in which other circuits
have construed the CFAA,”
said Robyn Crowther, an
intellectual property attorney
at Caldwell Leslie & Proctor.
Allegedly, after he left, he convinced his
former colleagues to download and share
Korn/Ferry’s confidential source lists with
him.
Consequently, in 2008, federal prosecutors
indicted Nosal and the Korn/Ferry employees
who helped him for allegedly violating the
CFAA.
Although the people working at Korn/
Ferry at the time undeniably had access to
the company’s database, the government
argued that the firm’s computer policy
restricted how they used the data and limited
their authorization to legitimate business
purposes. Therefore, it asserted that Nosal
had helped his former colleagues “exceed
their authorized access,” which is illegal
under the CFAA.

Alderman, who is based in Washington,
was not involved in the case.

DISSENT FOLLOWS THE CROWD
“None of the circuits that have analyzed the
meaning of ‘exceeds authorized access’ as
used in the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act
read the statute the way the majority does,”
Circuit Judge Silverman pointed out in his
dissent.
Rather, he said, the 11th and 5th circuits
“have explicitly held that employees who
knowingly violate clear company computer
restrictions agreements ‘exceed authorized
access’ under the CFAA.”
The 3rd Circuit also followed that reasoning,
he noted.
Like the other appellate panels, Judge
Silverman concluded that the CFAA’s
requirements for knowing and intentional
fraud sufficiently limited its application.
Here, Nosal knowingly asked his former
colleagues to defraud their company, the
judge said. In other words, his conduct
directly fell under the statute’s requirements
and, therefore, the government could
prosecute him under this law.
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For this reason, Judge Silverman disagreed
with the majority’s “well-meaning but
ultimately misguided concern that if
employment agreements or Internet terms
of service violations could subject someone
to criminal liability, all Internet users will
suddenly become criminals overnight.”

WHO HAS IT RIGHT?
Although the majority feared that aggressive
prosecutors may use the CFAA — enacted
in 1984 — to go after employees for minor
computer-use violations such as checking
ESPN.com at work, the dissent honed in on
the precise allegations before the court.
Crowther, however, said that “other federal
statutes, such as the Economic Espionage
Act of 1996, often apply to the same conduct
as does the CFAA.”
Therefore, she said, the majority’s “narrower
interpretation of the CFAA may not ultimately
limit the federal government’s ability to
penalize alleged computer misconduct
substantially.”
Troutman Sanders LLP litigator Christina
Bost Seaton responded to the controversial
decision in an April 26 post on her firm’s
Information Intersection blog.

EMPLOYMENT

Silicon Valley recruiting practices
still under scrutiny
Former employees of six Silicon Valley high-tech firms may proceed with their
suit alleging that the companies conspired to artificially restrain the labor market,
violating state and federal antitrust laws, a California federal judge has ruled.
In re High-Tech Employee Antitrust
Litigation, No. 11-CV-02509-LHK, 2012 WL
1353057 (N.D. Cal., San Jose Div. Apr. 18,
2012).
The former software engineers filed their
2011 class-action complaint months after the
Department of Justice settled a civil action
against the six companies — Apple Inc.,
Adobe Systems, Google, Intel Corp., Intuit
Inc., Lucasfilms and Pixar — over their alleged
anti-competitive recruitment practices.
U.S. District Judge Lucy H. Koh of the
Northern District of California noted that
the former employees’ suit referenced
public records from the DOJ’s action, which
provided sufficient support for their federal
and state antitrust law claims.

In 2010, the complaint said, the DOJ found
the high-tech companies entered into per
se unlawful anti-competitive agreements
to restrain the market for highly specialized
labor.
Based on the record, Judge Koh denied the
companies’ joint motion to dismiss.
”This decision demonstrates that, in the wake
of an enforcement action by the Department
of Justice or the FTC, defendants will often
find themselves fighting uphill if they seek
dismissal before discovery,” said Joshua
Wolson, a partner at Dilworth Paxson LLP
with experience handling class-action antitrust
lawsuits. He is not involved in the case.
“Although the decision might create some
incentive for a defendant to settle early

“While the Nosal decision is certainly
important,” she wrote, “it does not give badacting employees carte blanche to steal from
their employers. Nor does it mean that the
CFAA is no longer a useful tool.” WJ
Attorneys:
Plaintiff-appellant: Jenny C. Ellickson, Lanny A.
Breuer, Jaikumar Ramaswamy, Scott N. Schools
and Kyle F. Waldinger, U.S. Department of
Justice, San Francisco
Defendant-appellee: Ted Sampsell-Jones,
Sampsell-Jones LLC, Minneapolis; Dennis P.
Riordan and Donald M. Horgan, Riordan &
Horgan, San Francisco
Related Court Document:
Opinion: 2012 WL 1176119
See Document Section B (P. 23) for the opinion.

REUTERS/Robert Galbraith

REUTERS/Francois Lenoir

Google and Intel Corp. are two of six companies accused of entering into illegal agreements that skewed the economics of the labor market
in Silicon Valley and drove down salaries.
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and avoid litigation costs,” Wolson said, “it
is important to bear in mind that all this
decision does is permit the plaintiffs to take
discovery about their claims.”

Therefore, she concluded that the former
employees could proceed with their
antitrust claims. She dismissed the unfaircompetition law claim because the law only
provides restitution for whatever potential
higher salary the plaintiffs lost, a remedy too
speculative to calculate.

THE ALLEGED CONSPIRACY
According to the class-action complaint,
the named plaintiffs all worked as salaried
software engineers for the six companies
between Jan. 1, 2005, and Jan. 1, 2010.

While the ruling is a definite win for the class
members, Wolson explained the realities of
the decision.

During that time, the plaintiffs alleged, the
companies conspired “to fix and suppress
employee compensation and to restrict
employee mobility.”
They entered six, bilateral “do not cold call”
agreements, promising not to poach each
other’s specialized, salaried employees, the
complaint said. These agreements skewed
the economics of the labor market and drove
down salaries and other labor costs, the
complaint asserted.
Plus, the suit said, the defendants’ senior
executives sat on one another’s boards and
“actively participated in negotiating, executing,
monitoring compliance with, and policing
violations of the bilateral agreements.”
The complaint charged the companies with
violating the Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1,
and California’s related Cartwright Act, Cal.
Bus. & Prof. Code § 16720. It also included
a claim under California’s unfair-competition
law, Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17200.
The technology companies filed a motion to
dismiss the suit, arguing that the plaintiffs
failed to show an allegedly illegal conspiracy
or restraint of trained labor.

© 2012 Thomson Reuters

“In the wake of an
enforcement action by the
Department of Justice or the
FTC, defendants will often
find themselves fighting
uphill if they seek dismissal
before discovery,” Dilworth
Paxson LLP shareholder
Joshua Wolson said.
After reviewing the available materials,
however, Judge Koh disagreed with the
defendants’ arguments, emphasizing that
the class-action complaint “details the
actors, effect, victims, locations, and timing
of the six bilateral agreements between
defendants.”

“It leaves open many of the defendants’ key
challenges to the lawsuit,” he said, “including
how to define the relevant employment
market, whether the alleged do-not-call lists
had a discernable effect on competition in
that market, whether the alleged conspiracy
actually existed, and whether the employees’
claims can be considered as a class action.”
WJ

Attorneys:
Plaintiffs: Anne B. Shaver, Brendan P. Glackin,
Dean M. Harvey, Eric B. Fastiff and Joseph R.
Saveri, Lieff, Cabraser, Heimann & Bernstein, San
Francisco; Eric L. Cramer, Sarah R. SchalmanBergen and Shanon J. Carson, Berger & Montague,
Philadelphia; John D. Radice and Linda P.
Nussbaum, Grant & Eisenhofer, New York
Defendants: Craig A. Waldman, David C. Kiernan,
Robert A. Mittelstaedt and Craig E. Stewart,
Jones Day, San Francisco; Christina J. Brown,
Flora F. Vigo, George Riley and Michael F.
Tubach, O’Melveny & Myers, San Francisco
Related Court Document:
Order: 2012 WL 1353057
See Document Section C (P. 33) for the order.

Specifically, the complaint showed that the
defendants had the opportunity and motive to
conspire to lower labor costs, the judge said.
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The judge entered default judgments against
the defendants in February for failing to
respond to the complaint. Nexon then filed
a motion for entry of a monetary judgment.
The company sought disgorged profits of
$68,800 and $44.8 million in damages
under the DMCA, permanent injunctive relief,
and attorney fees.
Judge Wright found Nexon failed to prove
with reasonable certainty the amount of
alleged illicit profits.
Simply because the evidence showed
Kumar had set up accounts with third-party
payment processors like PayPal did not prove
he had received payments attributable solely
to infringing activities, the judge said.
Courtesy of www.nexon.net/landing/maplestory

The defendants created “UMaple,” which allegedly consists of a network of servers, websites and related products that enable users to
copy, access and play “MapleStory,” shown in this screenshot, without Nexon’s consent, the suit says.

COPYRIGHT

‘MapleStory’ suit has $3.5 million ending
for copyright holder
The copyright owner of the online role-playing game “MapleStory” has been
awarded $3.5 million against two people accused in a federal lawsuit of
appropriating its intellectual property by marketing products that enable
unauthorized access to the game.
Nexon America Inc. v. Kumar et al., No. 1106991, 2012 WL 1116328 (C.D. Cal. Apr. 3,
2012).
Nexon America Inc. had demanded a
maximum statutory damage award of nearly
$45 million under the Digital Millennium
Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C. §101.
But Judge Otis D. Wright II of the U.S. District
Court for the Central District of California
ruled that even the statutory minimum
default judgment award of $3.5 million
provides Nexon with “a significant windfall,”
that far exceeded any amount necessary to
deter future infringing conduct.

According to the judge’s written order,
“MapleStory” allows potentially thousands
of users to interact simultaneously to explore
the fictional “Maple World.”
Nexon, based in El Segundo, Calif., generates
income through its copyright to the game by
allowing players to purchase “virtual goods”
using real money, the order said.
The company filed suit last year in the District
Court, claiming Gurvinder Kumar and Jessica
Kaplan created “UMaple,” which allegedly
consists of a network of servers, websites
and related products that enable users to
copy, access and play “MapleStory” without
Nexon’s consent.
The complaint included claims for copyright
infringement and violation of the DMCA.
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Rather, Nexon had proven only $400 in illicit
profits, he said.
The judge next rejected Nexon’s demand for
$44.8 million in statutory damages under
the DMCA.
The company claimed that during discovery
it found that at least 17,938 people have
created “UMaple” accounts. It sought the
maximum statutory penalty of $2,500 for
each of those accounts.
But Judge Wright said such an award would
result in a windfall far in excess of the amount
needed to deter future misconduct and bear
little relationship to Nexon’s actual damages.
He therefore awarded the company
$3.5 million, representing the number
of “UMaple” accounts multiplied by the
statutory minimum of $200 for each DMCA
violation.
The judge also granted the company’s
request for permanent injunctive relief.
He declined, however, to award attorney
fees and instead directed Nexon to submit
an affidavit documenting the fees and costs
incurred in prosecuting the case. WJ
Attorneys:
Plaintiff: Elaine Ki Jin Kim, Karin G. Pagnanelli
and Marc E. Mayer, Mitchell Silberberg & Knupp,
Los Angeles
Related Court Document:
Order: 2012 WL 1116328
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INSURANCE

Hulu’s insurer denies coverage for website
privacy claims
Hulu LLC’s primary and umbrella commercial general liability policies offer
no coverage for a class-action lawsuit accusing the website of tracking users’
online activity in violation of various federal and state privacy laws, its insurer
says in a California state court complaint.

The insurer maintains, however, that the
underlying class action fails to allege bodily
injuries, property damage, or personal and
advertising injuries as defined in the policies.
It also says there is no coverage for injunctive
or equitable relief, or for statutory or punitive
damages.

PRIVACY SUIT

Hartford Casualty Insurance Co. v. Hulu
LLC, No. BC482235, complaint filed (Cal.
Super. Ct., L.A. County Apr. 4, 2012).

entertainment company from June 30, 2009,
to June 30, 2010. The parties renewed the
policies with the same terms for 2010 to 2011.

In July 2011 Joseph Garvey sued Hulu, a
website offering on-demand shows and
movies, and Web analytics company
KISSMetrics in California federal court on
behalf of all who used the website between
March and July 2011.

Hartford Casualty Insurance Co. filed a
declaratory judgment complaint in the Los
Angeles County Superior Court, asserting it
owes no duty to defend or indemnify Hulu
over alleged privacy violations because of
policy exclusions.

Each year, the primary policies provided
limits of up to $2 million, and the umbrella
policies included limits of up to $10 million,
the complaint says.

According to Garvey’s complaint, Hulu and
KISSMetrics used rogue hacking techniques
to secretly collect information about visitors’
viewing habits and preferences.

According to the complaint, Hartford issued
primary and excess commercial general
liability policies to Hulu that covered the

The underlying complaint says Hulu exploited
“class members’ browsers and other software in ways
that consumers did not reasonably expect.”
The defendants exploited “plaintiff and class
members’ browsers and other software in
ways that consumers did not reasonably
expect,” Garvey’s complaint says.
The class suit says Hulu’s privacy policy
misled consumers about its tracking and
sharing practices because it never disclosed
its surreptitious methods to them.
The defendants allegedly gave the
unauthorized data it collected, including
personally indentifying information, to online
third parties, including a market research
company, a social networking website, two ad
networks and two Web analytics companies.
The complaint alleges Hulu violated the
federal Electronic Communications Privacy
Act, 18 U.S.C. § 2710, and California privacy
and unfair-competition laws.

HULU’S INSURANCE CLAIMS
According to Hartford’s complaint, Hulu
submitted a claim for the Garvey suit but the
insurer declined to defend Hulu and reserved
its rights to argue additional reasons for its
denial, the complaint says.
A class-action lawsuit accuses Hulu LLC of tracking users’ online activity as they watch on-demand movies and TV shows, such as
“The Daily Show.” Hulu’s insurer says its CGL policies offer no coverage for the suit.

Now, the insurer requests a declaration that
it has no duty to defend or indemnify Hulu for
the Garvey suit.

© 2012 Thomson Reuters
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Hartford maintains the Garvey lawsuit fails
to allege bodily injury, property damage, or
personal or advertising injuries that arose
from an “occurrence” or accident.
The insurer also says certain policy exclusions
apply, such as:
•

An exclusion for expected or intended
injury.

•

An exclusion for failing “to perform a
contract or agreement in accordance
with its terms.”

Attorneys:
Plaintiffs: David Simantob and Jeanne K. Riggins,
Tressler LLP, Los Angeles

•

An exclusion for “damages arising out
of the loss of, loss of use of, damage
to, corruption of, inability to access, or
inability to manipulate electronic data.”

Related Court Document:
Complaint: 2012 WL 1150796

Additionally, the insurer seeks a declaration
that Hulu cannot recover anything under the
initial primary and umbrella policies that
ran from June 30, 2009, to June 30, 2010,
because the relevant class complaint alleges
injuries that occurred in 2011. WJ

CYBER WARFARE

Pentagon sets up fast track for buying
cyber war tools
WASHINGTON, April 12 (Reuters) – The Pentagon is establishing a fast-track
acquisition process that would enable it to develop new cyber warfare capabilities within days or months if urgently needed, the Defense Department
said in a report to Congress.
The process, which would be overseen
by a new senior-level Cyber Investment
Management Board, aims to streamline
the sluggish traditional defense acquisition
process to meet the rapid pace of events in
cyberspace, the 16-page report said.
Congress, in defense legislation enacted last
year, directed the Pentagon to develop a
strategy that would enable it to speedily acquire
cyber warfare tools, applications and other
capabilities. The Pentagon sent a report to
Congress in late March outlining the strategy.
The report, a copy of which was obtained
by Reuters April 12, said the Pentagon’s
acquisition process for cyber-warfare
capabilities would be divided into two paths:
one rapid and one deliberate, which would be
used depending on urgency.
“The framework allows for alternative
acquisition processes to be tailored to the
complexity, cost, urgency of need and fielding
timeline associated with developing the
cyber-warfare capability being developed,”
the report said.
“Programs with higher risk and longer
fielding times, and therefore greater cost and
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complexity, will be managed with greater
oversight and more centralized approvals,”
it said.
Under the process, cyber needs could be
identified and put forward by many different
organizations within the department.
U.S. Cyber Command, the combatant
command set up nearly two years ago
to defend military networks and carry
out offensive cyber operations if ordered,
would validate the needs. Teams at Cyber
Command would decide which acquisition
track to follow.
The rapid approach would generally be used
“in response to urgent, mission-critical needs
in support of current operations or emerging
threats,” the report said.
It would take advantage of previously
developed and acquired capabilities, or nearly
mature capabilities under development by
industry, it said.
To meet short operational timelines, some
traditional acquisition requirements could
be postponed or eliminated, like planning
documents or certain testing activity, the
report said.

COMPUTER & INTERNET

The deliberate process would include “more
time for acquisition planning, consideration
and analysis of options,” but it would still be
speedier than the timeline for most military
weapons purchase, the report said.
The Pentagon would establish storage
spaces for holding cyber-warfare tools and
applications, sites that could be used as
platforms for collaboration. Cyber Command
would be required to maintain a registry of
cyber warfare tools.
The Cyber Investment Management Board
is being established to oversee the process
and coordinate investments in cyber warfare
capabilities across the Defense Department,
the report said.
The new board is needed in part because the
cost of most cyber-warfare tools is less than
the threshold that would require oversight
by other Pentagon processes, like the Major
Defense Acquisition Program.
The Cyber Investment Management Board
would be jointly chaired by Frank Kendall,
acting undersecretary of defense for
Acquisition, Technology and Logistics; James
Miller, acting undersecretary of defense for
Policy; and Admiral James Winnefeld, vice
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
The report said some aspects of the new
process are already in place, but many
of them, including establishment of the
oversight board, would be rolled out over the
next six months. WJ
(Reporting by David Alexander; editing by Eric
Walsh)

© 2012 Thomson Reuters

CYBER INSURANCE

Most companies shun ‘cyberinsurance,’ study says
BOSTON, April 16 (Reuters) – Nearly three in four corporate-risk managers are
not buying insurance policies to cover data breaches and damage to customers’
privacy despite the rising threat of hacking, according to a new survey.
Not only are most North American companies
shunning coverage entirely, many of those
who are taking out “cyberinsurance” are
buying policies with only limited protection in
case of an attack, consultants Towers Watson
said in their annual review of corporate risk.
In the wake of high-profile attacks on
companies like Sony and Citigroup, insurance
brokers reported last summer that interest
was soaring in policies to protect against
civil suits and regulatory fines from data
breaches.
That, in turn, led a number of insurers to start
offering policies, which had an immediate
downward effect on rates. Insurance brokers
Marsh recently said that pressure has
continued as capacity exceeds demand.
But the Towers Watson survey indicates that
interest is not converting into actual business:
72 percent of the 153 risk managers surveyed
said they were not buying a policy at all.
“That was probably one of the more
shocking findings we saw ... that was virtually
unchanged from what our survey found last
year,” said Corey Gooch, a senior consultant
at Towers Watson, in an interview.

•	72 percent lack coverage, survey
finds
•	Nearly half of those covered have
small policies
•	Fewer than half test for holes in their
security
•	Average cost and number of attacks
rising

Of those not taking coverage, two-thirds said
it was because their internal controls were
adequate or because they did not have a
significant data exposure. Fewer than half
said they conducted regular “penetration
tests” to assess the adequacy of their
network.
“I would have thought that would have been
much higher,” Gooch said. “I’m not sure if
that was sort of a disconnect or a historical
issue.”
Even among those who did purchase a policy,
more than four in 10 said it had a limit of
between $1 million and $5 million.

Last August, in its annual study on the
cost of cybercrimes, the Ponemon Institute
found the median cost of such crimes to an
organization was $5.9 million. (The same
study found attacks had risen 44 percent
from a year earlier.)
Generally, cyberinsurance covers suits filed
by customers whose accounts have been
hacked. Direct costs such as notification
letters sent to affected customers and,
increasingly, fines and penalties associated
with data breaches.
As with any kind of insurance, it also carries
all sorts of exclusions that put the onus on
the policyholder. Some exclude coverage for
any incident that involves an unencrypted
laptop. In other cases, insurers say, coverage
can be voided if regular software updates
are not downloaded or if employees do not
change their passwords periodically.
The Towers Watson survey was conducted
in February and March, covering companies
across industries. The majority of them have
annual revenue in excess of $1 billion. WJ
(Reporting by Ben Berkowitz)

REUTERS/Mike Segar

REUTERS/Fred Prouser

In the wake of high-profile attacks on companies like Sony and Citigroup, insurance brokers reported last summer that interest was soaring in policies to protect against civil suits and regulatory fines from data breaches.
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PATENTS

written-description requirement, and all 117
claims were rejected.

Supreme Court rules on evidentiary
standard in appeals from PTO

On appeal, the Board of Patent Appeals and
Interferences found support for 38 claims but
affirmed the rejection of 79 claims for lack of
a required written description.

The U.S. Supreme Court has unanimously ruled there are no limitations on
a patent applicant’s ability to introduce new evidence in civil actions against
the director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office following the denial of a
patent application.

Hyatt appealed the board’s decision to the
District Court, where he submitted a written
declaration identifying the portions of the
specification that he said supported the
claims that the board rejected.

Kappos v. Hyatt, No. 10-1219, 132 S. Ct.
1690 (Apr. 18, 2012).

The District Court excluded the declaration,
holding that Section 145 does not permit a
plaintiff to introduce evidence for the first time
on appeal when a reasonable opportunity to
present it to the PTO was afforded.

The justices affirmed a ruling by the full
Federal U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals, which
had reversed a decision by a panel of the
appeals court. The panel had ruled that
petitioner Gilbert P. Hyatt could not present
evidence in his civil lawsuit that had not been
previously presented to the PTO.

On appeal, a Federal Circuit panel affirmed
the District Court’s decision. During en banc
rehearing, the court vacated the judgment.
The PTO then petitioned the Supreme Court
to review the en banc decision.

The Supreme Court’s decision involved 35
U.S.C. § 145, which permits unsuccessful
patent applicants to file a civil suit against
the director of the PTO in the U.S. District
Court for the District of Columbia.

The agency unsuccessfully argued that new
evidence should be allowed only when a
disappointed applicant had no reasonable
opportunity to present the evidence to the
PTO.

Writing for the court, Justice Clarence
Thomas said that under Section 145, there
are no limitations on a patent applicant’s
ability to present new evidence in court
beyond what was presented to the PTO.
“Based on the court’s decision, patent
applicants appealing adverse decisions
of the PTO’s Board of Patent Appeals and
Interferences under Section 145 may rest
assured that new evidence will be admitted
before the District Court,” said Christopher
Henry, an intellectual property attorney
with Wolf Greenfield in Boston who was not
involved in the case.
The board recently has been renamed the
Patent Trial and Appeal Board pursuant to
the Leahy-Smith America Invents Act, Henry
noted.
He said the Supreme Court’s clarification
of Section 145 means new evidence will be
admitted before the District Court, and on the
issues for which new evidence is introduced,
the District Court will give no deference to
prior, related PTO findings.
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Justice Clarence Thomas wrote the unanimous decision.

Henry cautioned that although the Supreme
Court rejected the PTO’s arguments,
“the court’s decision does not provide
carte blanche for applicants to withhold
information from the PTO intentionally with

“Patent applicants appealing adverse decisions of the
PTO under Section 145 may rest assured that new
evidence will be admitted before the District Court,”
said Wolf Greenfield attorney Christopher Henry.
In the underlying case, Hyatt sought a
patent related to a computerized display
system. During proceedings before the PTO,
an examiner told him to point out where in
the specification there was support for the
patent’s 117 claims.
The specification incorporates the statutorily
required written description of a patent and
the elements, known as claims, of the patent.
The examiner said Hyatt’s submission of
the table of contents and a list of page
ranges was inadequate to satisfy the

COMPUTER & INTERNET

the goal of presenting that evidence for
the first time to a non-expert District Court
judge.”
The high court expressly ruled that the
District Court judge presiding over a Section
145 proceeding may consider prior PTO
proceedings in determining what weight to
afford an applicant’s new evidence, Henry
added. WJ
Related Court Document:
Opinion: 132 S. Ct. 1690
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Is there a ‘foreseeable’ federal investigation in your future?
Reflections on records management, destruction of documents and obstruction of justice
By Michael D. Sher, Esq., and Jason A. Frye, Esq.
Neal, Gerber & Eisenberg

Section 1519 of the federal criminal code,
18 U.S.C. § 1519, enacted in 2002 as part
of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, prohibits the
knowing destruction or alteration of any
record “with the intent to impede, obstruct
or influence the investigation … of any matter
within the jurisdiction of any department or
agency of the United States … or in relation
to or in contemplation of any such matter
or case.”1 By its very terms, unlike other
obstruction statutes, Section 1519 does not
require knowledge of a pending federal
investigation, or even the existence of such
an investigation,2 to support a conviction
based on the statute. Thus, Section 1519’s
broad language3 presents a question worthy
of serious consideration by any business:
When is there destruction or alteration of a
record or document “in contemplation of any
such matter or case,” which may be viewed
— especially with the benefit of 20/20
hindsight — as obstruction of justice under
the statute?

UNITED STATES V. KERNELL:
ACTING ‘IN CONTEMPLATION’ OF
A FEDERAL INVESTIGATION
On Jan. 30 the 6th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals addressed the reach of Section 1519
in affirming the conviction of a college
student who tried to cover his tracks after
hacking into Sarah Palin’s email account.4
During the 2008 presidential election,
David Kernell, a student at the University
of Tennessee, read in the New York Times
that Palin, then running for vice president,
utilized the email address “gov.palin@yahoo.
com” for personal and official business.5
Kernell successfully hacked into Palin’s email
account, logged onto an Internet message
board “known for its culture of anonymous
posting,” and posted screenshots of the
Palin email account’s Inbox, at least one
family photograph, and the new password
he created for that account, thereby allowing
anyone reading his posting to access Palin’s
account.6

© 2012 Thomson Reuters

About one hour after Kernell’s posting,
another user of the message board viewed
the posting and logged onto the Palin email
account, changed the password created by
Kernell and informed a Palin aide that the
account had been hacked.7 The next day,
Kernell returned to the message board and
took credit for hacking the email account,
described how he had done so and criticized
the individual who had alerted the Palin staff
(and changed the password).8

WHAT DID THEY KNOW, AND WHEN?
On its way to affirming Kernell’s conviction,
the 6th Circuit analyzed the elements of
Section 1519 and, perhaps unwittingly,
raised some troublesome questions that
will confront every business engaged in
managing and destroying documents,
especially regulated businesses.
First,
the 6th Circuit found that Kernell did not
have actual knowledge of any ongoing
investigation:

Apparently having second thoughts regarding the wisdom of
his conduct, the college student who hacked into Sarah Palin’s
email “claimed to have deleted information from his computer
as a result of his fear of being investigated.”
Apparently having second thoughts
regarding the wisdom of his conduct, Kernell
also “claimed to have deleted information
from his computer as a result of his fear of
being investigated.”9 He “cleared the cache
on his Internet Explorer browser, removing
the record of websites he had visited …
uninstalled the Firefox Internet browser …
and ran the disk defragmentation program
on his computer … [which had] the effect
of removing many of the remnants of
information or files that had been deleted.”10
He also “deleted a series of images that
he had downloaded from the Palin email
account.”11

The first posting [on the Internet
message board] threatening to report
Kernell to the FBI came approximately
one hour after Kernell first gained access
to the Palin email account. There is no
evidence that the FBI had begun an
investigation of the Palin email account
hack at that early point. Kernell could
not have had actual knowledge of an
investigation that did not yet exist. At
most, he had knowledge that some
party had provided information [to
Palin’s staff] that was likely to result in
an investigation at some point in the
future.

Within four days of Kernell’s hacking the
account, the FBI executed a search warrant
for Kernell’s apartment and seized his
computer, which, despite the deletions,
still contained numerous items relating to
his accessing of the Palin email account.
Kernell was indicted for a number of
offenses, including obstruction of justice in
violation of Section 1519 stemming from his
deletion of information on his computer and
subsequently was convicted of violating the
statute.12

Moreover, there is a difference between
knowing that conduct has been
reported to the authorities and knowing
that an investigation is ongoing. Here,
the posts did not state that the FBI was
investigating Kernell’s conduct, but only
that the FBI might have been alerted
to Kernell’s conduct. While it would be
reasonable to infer that an alert to the
FBI would result in an investigation, a
reasonable inference of an investigation
is again more similar to contemplating
an investigation than having actual
knowledge of an investigation.13
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Given that Kernell did not have actual
knowledge of any investigation (the
court’s opinion is silent regarding the
commencement of the investigation,
other than its reference to the execution
of the search warrant), the 6th Circuit
considered whether Kernell acted “in
contemplation” of an investigation, thereby
violating Section 1519.
The court relied on the 8th Circuit’s
construction of Section 1519 in an earlier
case to determine if Kernell acted “in
contemplation” of an investigation.14 That
case held that Section 1519 applies:
•

Where “a defendant acts directly with
respect to ‘the investigation or proper
administration of any matter,’ that is, a
pending matter.”

•

“When a defendant acts ‘in
contemplation of any such matter.’”

•

“When a defendant acts ‘in relation to …
any such matter.’”15

…

Section 1519, therefore “‘does not allow a
defendant to escape liability for shredding
documents with intent to obstruct a
foreseeable investigation of a matter within a
jurisdiction of a federal agency just because
the investigation has not yet commenced.’”16

KERNELL: MORE QUESTIONS
THAN ANSWERS?
Kernell’s holding presents the conundrum of
determining what constitutes “a foreseeable
investigation,” when and to whom. While
Section 1519 does not “‘forbid innocent
conduct such as routine destruction of
documents that a person consciously and
in good faith determines are irrelevant to a
foreseeable federal matter,’”17 determining
whether specific conduct falls within this
protected area will require the resolution of
a number of questions of fact, the outcome
of which will not always be as clear as the
one presented in Kernell. Did the accused act
“in good faith”? Was the conclusion that the
documents were “irrelevant to a foreseeable
federal matter” a reasonable one? Perhaps
the accused concluded that there was no
“foreseeable federal matter” at all. Was
that conclusion reasonable? The resolution
of such issues, especially in the case of
a business participating in a regulated
industry, may not be as straightforward as
the court’s analysis in Kernell.
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How is the finder of fact to determine whether
a document has been knowingly destroyed or
altered “in contemplation of an investigation”
that has not yet commenced and may never
be pursued? Although the statute “does
not specify what a defendant must know or
believe about an investigation in order to
trigger potential liability under Section 1519
… the belief that a federal investigation
directed at the defendant’s conduct might
begin at some point in the future satisfies the
‘in contemplation’ prong.”18 The defendant
in Kernell presented an easy case for the
court, “since he specifically referenced the
possibility of an FBI investigation in his post”
on the Internet message board.19 It is not
difficult, however, to imagine other scenarios
that will not present such a clear violation of
the statute.

The 6th Circuit found that
the Palin hacker did not
have actual knowledge of
any ongoing investigation.
As noted above, Section
1519 “does
not require the defendant to be aware
of a federal proceeding, or even that a
proceeding be pending.”20 That the drafters
intended the statute to be broadly construed
is clear from its legislative history and the
remarks of its chief sponsor, who declared
that the “statute is specifically meant not
to include any technical requirement … to
tie the obstructive conduct to a pending or
imminent proceeding or matter by intent or
otherwise.”21
The cases that have interpreted and applied
Section 1519 have uniformly imposed
criminal responsibility based on that statute
“on defendants who clearly had no legal
obligation to create or maintain the records
at issue.”22 Many of those cases, however,
involved subject matter that unquestionably
would become the subject of investigation
once coming to the attention of law
enforcement — such as child pornography.23
Those are the easy cases. So was Kernell.
Applying Section 1519 to the destruction
of documents in a business environment,
especially a regulated one, may present
more challenging issues for the business, its
counsel and the courts.
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BUILDING A RECORD OF
‘GOOD FAITH’
While there is no bulletproof protection,
there are certain familiar procedures that
can be relied upon to minimize the risk of
exposure to Section 1519: a carefully planned
and rigorously followed document-retention/
destruction policy and, where appropriate, a
timely litigation-hold policy.
A document retention policy that is created
and implemented during a “neutral time” —
that is, when no investigation is contemplated
or reasonably foreseeable — may support a
showing of a lack of “bad faith.”24 Not only
should such a policy be consistently honored,
but changing circumstances also may require
adjustments to that policy to avoid document
destruction which later may be viewed as
running afoul of Section 1519; a document
retention policy put on auto-pilot may not
afford the desired prophylaxis. A business
may have a good-faith belief that certain
categories of documents are not relevant
to any foreseeable federal investigation at
the time of destruction, but how might that
destruction be viewed after the fact if an
actual investigation is launched? Document
destruction in accordance with a policy
implemented at a “neutral time” should
be helpful to rebut any suggestion of bad
faith, but the policy should be monitored to
account for changing circumstances that
in hindsight may cast the destruction in a
negative light.

The duty to preserve
documents in civil litigation
is said to attach when
litigation is “reasonably
anticipated.”
Reference to familiar litigation-hold principles
also may provide guidance regarding
avoiding the perils of Section 1519. The duty
to preserve documents in civil litigation is
said to attach when litigation is “reasonably
anticipated.”25
Although this standard
appears similar to Section 1519’s “foreseeable
investigation” standard, the concepts are not
interchangeable. Nevertheless, litigationhold principles may be applied to support
a “good faith” determination that certain
categories of documents are not relevant to
any foreseeable federal investigation.26
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CONCLUSION
By implementing a thoughtful document
retention policy at a “neutral time” and
responding to changes in circumstances
that may suggest the wisdom of temporarily
modifying that policy — anticipating the
potential later perspectives afforded by
20-20 hindsight — should serve to minimize
the risks presented by Section 1519. WJ
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NEWS IN BRIEF
SUIT OVER KIDS’ FACEBOOK PURCHASES MOVED TO FEDERAL COURT
Facebook has removed to California federal court a class action alleging the company lets
children make unauthorized purchases on the social networking site. Glynnis Bohannon sued
Facebook in the Santa Clara County Superior Court after her son purportedly bought several
hundred dollars worth of “Facebook Credits,” virtual currency used to make in-app purchases.
According to the suit, the website allows minors to make these unauthorized purchases
through unenforceable contracts, but has no method for offering refunds. In its removal notice,
the California-based Facebook says the suit meets the Class Action Fairness Act’s removal
requirements because Bohannon lives in Arizona, the proposed class includes thousands of
members and credit purchases by users aged 13 to 17 exceeded $5 million in 2011.

Related Court Document:
Notice of removal: 2012 WL 1412190

Westlaw subscribers can scan this QR code
to see the notice on Westlaw.

Bohannon et al. v. Facebook Inc., No. 5:12-cv-01894-HRI, notice of removal filed (N.D. Cal.,
San Jose Div. Apr. 17, 2012).

’ASSASSIN’S CREED’ VIDEO GAME COPIES BOOK, SUIT SAYS
The author of “Link: A Novel” has sued video game publisher Ubisoft Entertainment in
Pennsylvania federal court, alleging its “Assassin’s Creed” series copies integral plot points,
words and descriptions from his book. John L. Beiswenger says he wrote the book in 2002 and
registered the copyright in 2003. Ubisoft has been able to access the novel because it is sold
online, the suit says. According to the complaint, the “Assassin’s Creed” series, released in 2007,
features a device that works and looks the same as a fictional contraption described in “Link” that
allows characters to access ancestral memories. Other Ubisoft games and related guidebooks
also borrow significant details from the book, the complaint says. The allegedly infringing games
are available for a variety of consoles, operating systems and a Web-based platform, Beiswenger
says. He seeks at least $1 million in damages.

Related Court Document:
Complaint: 2012 WL 1372192

Westlaw subscribers can scan this QR code
to see the complaint on Westlaw.

Beiswenger v. Ubisoft Entertainment et al., No. 12CV00717, complaint filed (M.D. Pa. Apr. 17,
2012).

SUIT: GET OFF MY E-PROPERTY SITE!
A company that hosts websites that allow consumers to market property listings is suing a
competitor in California federal court for alleged intellectual property law violations. According
to the complaint, defendant Listings-to-Leads LLC’s website, listingstoleads.com, wrongfully
duplicates plaintiff ePropertySites’ copyrighted source code, as well as the trademarked and
distinctive “look and feel” of its website, epropertysites.com. L2L’s infringing website allows
it to wrongfully profit from ePropertySites’ quality and reputation by allegedly confusing and
deceiving consumers, the suit says. Additionally, L2L’s officials, including CEO Scott Pierce
and finance director Ye Gong, knowingly and deliberately mimicked ePropertySites’ protected
website, the complaint says. The action seeks unspecified damages and disgorgement of profits.

Related Court Document:
Complaint: 2012 WL 1389885

Westlaw subscribers can scan this QR code
to see the complaint on Westlaw.

ePropertySites LLC v. Listings-to-Leads LLC et al., No. SACV12 578, complaint filed (C.D. Cal.
Apr. 17, 2012).
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